INTRODUCTION
There has been a systematic study of codes consisting of finite words, initiated by M. P. Schützenberger [16] and developed by many others taking motivation from information theory (see [11] [12] [13] ).
Recently, infinitary languages consisting of fmite and infinité words have served as an adequate tooi for studying behaviours of processes. This is the approach of M. Nivat and A. Arnold [14] in some problems of synchronization which stimulated the study of infinité words including bi-infinite words [15] .
DO LONG VAN et ül.
Motivated by the theory of codes [1] and the theory of infmitary languages, the notion of infmitary codes has been introduced and examined in [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
This paper is devoted to a study of bi-infinitary codes which are a natural generalization of infinitary codes to bi-infinitary languages i. e,, languages of finite, left-infinite, right-infinite and bi-infinite words.
SECTION 1 MONOID ^yl 00 AND BI-INFINITARY CODES
Let A be an alphabet. We dénote by A*, the free monoid generated by A. Eléments of A* are called fmite words. The length of a word x in A* is denoted by |x|, the empty word by e and A + =A*~ { e } .
We dénote by A N , the set of all right-infinite words, by A~N, the set of all left-infinite words and by A z , the set of all bi-infinite words over A. Every (bi) infinité word u has a countable length \u\ =©. For then wG °°^ and therefore u = 8. Thus z = ueU k with fc<n, which is contrary to the hypothesis that n is the smallest natural number such that s G U n .
If veA* and z G X in{ U Z biinf , then x; = e, w = z and j = x. If i" =7" = 0, then k+l=n and the equality M-Z implies «(F-^^U^nF^O. That is, (2.1) holds with z' = 0, 7= 1. Otherwise we have k+ 1 <n and t; = se l/ k + 1 which gives a contradiction. We are now in a position to formulate the main resuit of this section which is a generalization of the result proved by Do Long Van in [5, 10] . The latter is a generalization of Sardinas-Patterson theorem. This in many cases gives us a procedure to check whether or not a given set is a biinfinitary code.
THEOREM 2A: A subset X of 00^co -{e} is a code ifffor all «^ 1, U n (X) does not contain the empty word 8.
Proof: Suppose e£ U n (X), «^ 1. Assume that X is not a code. Then there exists a word oce 00^00 having two different factorizations on éléments of X:
Case (a)\ Suppose a e A* U A N . We may assume that x x ^x\ and Again by lemma 2.1 (ii), e G U i+j^1 . This is a contradiction.
(ii) Suppose x 1 =x' 1 . Here, if 7=1, then JC X JC 2 . . . Xi = x'i and so
This implies set/ £ which is a contradiction. DO We shall prove the converse. Suppose X is a code. Assume that there are some sets U^X) containing e. Let U n (X) be one among these ? with the smallest index. By lemma 2.1 (i) ? there exists a word ueU 1 with two integers i, j^O such that
. . x f = XiX 2 .. . xj for some x t x 2 . . . XfG^-C^'^U^2) and x' A x 2 . . . XjG^K Since ueU u there exist words x, x f eX with either x # x' and x = x' w or x = x' and x = x' u.
If u€A + , then both x, x' are either in X fin or in X__ inf . Let x, x'eX fin . We recall that a generator set X of a monoid M is minimal if X is contained in any generator set of M. Such a set, if it exists, is unique and called the base of M, denoted as BASE (M). Every submonoid of A* has a minimal generator set whereas there are submonoids of ^A™ which have no minimal generator sets. We illustrate this in the following example. Let x, y be two éléments of M_ inf . Here also we say that x précèdes y, denoted by x-<y if there exists geM fin -e such that x^yg. As before, xeM_ inf is called stable if VjeM_ inf : (x <y) =>(x = y). The set of all stable éléments of M_ inf is denoted by STAB(M_ inf ).
We say that a submonoid M satisfies the stability condition if every unstable element of Af inf (resp. Af_ inf ) précèdes a stable element of Af inf (resp. Af _ inf ). We introducé the following two sets: Proof is similar to that of theorem 2.4 of Chapter II in [10] and is therefore omitted. The main différence is to consider infinité chains of éléments of 
MAX(Af_ inf )]. It is evident that MAX(M inf ) g STAB(M inf ) and MAX(M_ inf ) ç STAB(M_ inf ). We say that
Af satisfies the maximality condition if every non maximal element of Af inf (resp. Af_ inf ) précèdes a maximal element of Af inf (resp. Af_ inf ). Clearly, maximality condition implies stability condition but not the converse. The following theorem gives the connection between maximality condition and the distinguished minimal generator set of a monoid Af. We now prove (iii)=>(i). Let M satisfy the maximality condition. This means M satisfïes the stability condition. By theorem 3.1, M has a minimal generator set X, namely, we have
Proof: It is clear that (i) implies (ii). We show that (ii) implies (iii
Since X=X nn {JX in( {JX_ inf UX biin{ , let X fin = BASE (M f in ), X inf = MAX(M inf ), Z_ inf = MAX(Af_ inf ) and X biinf =UNFAC(M biinf ). Thus X inC nXLX iB t = <t>, I-Mni-w^^ and vol. 24, n° 1, 1990 Hence X is distinguished.
SECTION 4 SUBMONOID GENERATED BY CODES AND A THUE SYSTEM
In this section we introducé a bi-quasi free monoid whose underlying set is the set of all normal forais with respect to a spécifie Church-Rosser Thue System. We establish a characterisation of codes in terms of morphisms of monoids. We show the relation between bi-quasi free monoids, minimal generator sets and codes.
Let B be any fini te alphabet. Let R be a binary relation on B*. Eléments of R are written as équations, Le., R= {(u = v)\u, veB*}. Let
T(B)=(B; R). We call T(B) as a Thue System associated with B. We say (u = v) is in T(B)lfî(u = v) is in R.
Define z -This means that every two congruent words have a common descendant. It is known that if T{B) is Church-Rosser, then every congruence class has a unique normal form [2] , We make use of this resuit in the following discussion.
We partition B into four mutually disjoint subsets B u B 2 , B 2 , B 3 and call B as a quadruple alphabet (B x , B 2 , B 2 , B 3 ). With B, we associate a Thue System defined by T(B)=(B; R) where is a monoid which we shall call as a bi-quasi free monoid generated by B. To prove that cp(5 2 )gX inf , we suppose that it is not true. Then there exists beB 2 such that cp(è)eX fin U^-in f U^bünf
For b'eB, bb' = b. So, cp (b) cp (6') = cp (b) and this is not possible since cp (b') need not be e. Hence cp(i? 2 )gX inf .
vol. 24, n q 1, 1990 We now show that cp(i? 2 )c=X_ inf . If it were not so, there would exist beB 2 such that (p(*)6jr fin U^i" f U^biinfNow 9 for b'eB 2 [JB 3i Proof is on lines close to that of lemma 1.3 of Chapter III in [10] and is therefore omitted.
We now give a necessary and sufficient condition for a subset of G0^00 to be a code. THEOREM The finite chain condition implies the maximality condition. LEMMA 
5.2: Every bi-quasi free submonoid satisfies thefinite chain condition.
Proof is similar to that of proposition 3.3 of Chapter III in [10] and is omitted. The différence is to consider infinité chains in M_ inf . THEOREM 
5.1: For any submonoid M\ the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) M is bi-quasi free L e., generated by a code, (ii) M is freeable and satisfies the finite chain condition, (iii) M is freeable and satisfies the maximality condition (iv) M is freeable and has a distinguished (minimal) generator set. Suppose M is freeable and satisfies the maximality condition. By theorem 3.3, M has a distinguished minimal generator set X which is BASE (M fin ) U MAX (M inf ) U MAX (M_ inf ) U UNF AC (M biinf ). By theorem 4.2, it is enough if we prove that X is a code. Suppose X is not a code. Then there exists a word a such that it has two different factorizations on éléments of X.i.e., . . x' m which is a contradiction since X is a distinguished minimal generator set. Suppose n ^ 2. Then x l5 xieMAX(M_ inf ). There are two possibilities.
(i) If x y /x' l5 we assume x x -x\ f and so we have fx 2 x 3 . . . x" = x 2 X3 . . . x^, m^2.
